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formed in the membrane by a combination of the transmembrane domains (Strader et al., 1995) . Consistent with a similar mode of ligand binding in ORs, a single amino acid change in one transmembrane domain of an OR has been shown to alter its odorant specificity (Krautwurst et al., 1998) .
Curiously, many V2R cDNAs lack segments that encode bits of the N terminal domain, resulting in truncated proteins that have no transmembrane domains. The missing segments appear to correspond to individual exons (Matsunami and Buck, 1997) . However, it is not known whether variant mRNAs are generated from potentially functional genes by alternative RNA splicing or from pseudogenes in which one or more exons is aberrant or absent.
Why do the VNO and OE use different sensory receptors? One possibility is that the different receptor families are uniquely suited to the distinct functions they presumably subserve: the perceptual discrimination of a multitude of volatile chemicals versus the generation of programmed endocrine and behavioral responses to pheromones. Recent studies indicate that individual ORs can recognize multiple odorants (see below). V1Rs and V2Rs might, instead, be selective for specific pheromones, thereby preventing inadvertent behavioral or physiological responses to inappropriate stimuli, such as odorants, or pheromones of a different species. ligands for these receptors have not yet been identified, and the respective functions of the two receptor families are unknown. It has been speculated that having a refar, no ligands for V1Rs or V2Rs have been identified. mote ligand-binding site in the N-terminal domain might However, given their expression in the VNO, they are allow V2Rs to rapidly evolve to accommodate the recogconsidered to be candidate receptors for pheromones. nition of new pheromones that arise during the formation Like ORs, V1Rs and V2Rs are members of the GPCR of new species, thereby aiding in speciation (Matsunami superfamily, and members of both VR families are diand Buck, 1997 iments indicate that the receptor plays a more important role, determining not just whether the neuron can form A second study showed that the addition of the N-terminal 20 amino acids of bovine rhodopsin to the N termior maintain a synapse, but where it chooses to do so.
nus of an OR allows surface expression of the OR in When the coding region of one OR gene ("OR2") was heterologous cells (Krautwurst et al., 1998). Using this replaced with that of an OR gene expressed in a different
method, it was shown that, remarkably, changing a sin-OE zone (OR3→OR2), the axons targeted to a novel gle amino acid in transmembrane domain 5 of rat OR-I7 glomerulus (Mombaerts et al., 1996) , but when the two changes its primary ligand specificity from octanal to ORs were expressed in the same OE zone (OR1→OR2), heptanal. This result was consistent with the idea that the axons converged in a glomerulus adjacent to that ligand binding occurs in a pocket formed by transmemnormally targeted by neurons expressing the "donor" brane domains and that the extreme variability of these gene (OR1) (Wang et al., 1998) (Figure 3 groups, or combinations of functional groups. In addiGiven that individual OE neurons can respond to multiple tion, individual odorants were detected by highly related odorants (Sicard and Holley, 1984; Firestein et al., 1993;  as well as divergent ORs. This high level of recognition Sato et al., 1994; Bozza and Kauer, 1998) and OE neudiversity provides a basis for the olfactory system's disrons appeared likely to express one OR gene each (see criminatory capacity and its ability to detect odorants above), it was expected that a single receptor might with a variety of different structures. recognize more than one odorant, but this was the first One remarkable feature of olfactory perception is that analysis that directly showed how restricted a single OR a slight alteration in the structure of an odorant can sometimes dramatically change in its perceived odor can be in its recognition properties. tebrates. In each case, odorant responses appear to be combinatorial, with different combinations of glomeruli Clearly, mice and humans may perceive these odorants differently. However, given that the same strategies are responding to different odorants. In a recent study in rat that used imaging of intrinsic likely to be used in mouse and human to detect and discriminate odors, these findings suggest that changes signals to examine MOB responses to aliphatic aldehydes and other odorants individual glomeruli rein perception that accompany alternations in odorant structure may be a result of changes in the odorant's sponded to odorants with several consecutive carbon chain lengths, and partially overlapping sets of glomeruli "receptor code." A change in odorant concentration, which can similarly alter perceived odor, was also found responded to different odorants (Rubin and Katz, 1999) ( Figure 4B ). In addition, increasing odorant concentrato result a change in receptor code, consistent with this idea.
tions led to increases in the number of responsive glomeruli. As already discussed, these features were also seen in studies of OR odorant specificities and are con- 
